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Nerys Newblood was convinced that there was nothing special about her and for most of her life,

she was fine with that. She had her best friend and that was all she needed. But, when

circumstance takes over and Nerys is given a spirit guide, she finds that being a daimon is not what

the legends and old stories proclaim it to be. It's not heroic or glamorous. It's terrifying.Pursued by a

vengeful king and thrust into a journey to save her ailing spirit guide, Nerys must rely on several

potentials to help her survive the king's wrath and her spirit guide's mysterious illness. When

betrayal shatters the budding romance between Nerys and her protectors, someone must pay the

price. ***This book is a reverse harem title***
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First, if you haven't bought this yet, you've made a terrible mistake and need to scroll back up to

one-click it. But back to the review. I read A LOT of books and to come across one that resonates

with me, and urges me to reread it as soon as I finish it, is extraordinarily rare. Daimon, Lucy

Smoke's debut novel, is a reverse harem romance with elements of fantasy, and it is one of the few

books that has achieved the status of making me want to reread it as soon as I finish it. The writing

style flows without a hitch, each scene is descriptive and elegant, and the characters are beyond



lovable. Nerys is somewhat unique in the reverse harem world. From my own reading experience,

many RH heroines are awesome in one way or another but lack that headstrong and sassy aspect.

Nerys has this in spades and makes you want to become her. Not to mention, the insanely hot guys

are to die for and certainly worth reading just for the sake of seeing more of them. But all of this

combined with Lucy's unique voice as an author and an amazing cover design makes for your next

favorite read. I promise that you'll regret not adding this book to your library!

I received a free advanced reader copy of this book and voluntarily decided to review itNerys

Newblood is in trouble, she needs to escape. She has a spirit guide and where she lives that is

enough to get her killed by the evil king.Nery's and her best friend Coen try to escape, and along the

way she makes some new friends/protectors. She is a strong and feisty but she also has a

vulnerability about her making her a great heroineThere is action, adventure, twists and turns and

plenty of danger as Nery's and her band of protectors try to navigate their escape to freedom and

she also has to deal with her ailing spirit guide whilst trying to stay aliveI was hooked from the start

of the story, I was surprised actually at how quickly I got into the story and invested with the

characters, Lucy Smoke kept me glued to the page with her awesome writing, not only a fabulously

exciting storyline but great characters who have excellent chemistry and I admit I fell in love with all

the charactersThis book has everything you could want in a story and more. I cannot recommend

this book highly enough, it is a fantastic read, Lucy Smoke smashed it out of the ball park and I

LOVED it, I will definitely be reading the next book in the series when it is out, treat yourself to this

awesome read

Nerys never really had a "normal" life, but when she finds herself the owner of a spirit guide she

longs for the days of her normal. She ends up on the run with her best friend Coen and a few more

friends she picks up along the way. Nothing can ever be simple for Nerys though. Not only does

having a spirit guide make her special, her spirit guide is special too. Something is wrong and Nerys

has to find out what it is and how to fix it. All of this while running for her life, learning who to trust

and learning more and more about herself.This is the first book by Lucy Smoke and I really enjoyed

it. Nerys is a strong female lead and lord knows we need those in the RH world. She can take care

of herself but knows when she needs help. She would do whatever it takes to save the people she

cares about. That's the kind of MC I can get behind.The story starts with action right from the

beginning and keeps going throughout the whole book. There's never a dull moment. The ending

though, ugh made my heart swell and break all at the same time. Seriously can not wait for the next



one b/c I need to know what happens.There's not any sexy time in this one but we do have some

heated moments. We build relationships and focus on staying alive.

DAIMON is the first book by author Lucy Smoke, and I wasn't totally 100% sure what I was

expecting... but... it wasn't what I got. In a good way. Here are some Pros and Cons:Pros:#Nerys

don't need nobody, she's an independent woman (thank God)#It's Reverse Harem, meaning all

these awesome dudes she meets, she gets to KEEP!! ALL OF THEM!!#Nerys is a bit of an awkward

penguin, which is great. It makes her real.#It is ACTION PACKED#There is some incredible world

building and ORIGINAL concepts (wish I could bold that)Cons:#It ended.Small note to the author, in

the hopes that she reads this, please please please for the love of Obidian can Nerys get some in

book 2?! The tension is real, girl. Have a heart.

I LOVED Daimon something fierce! I haven't read a reverse harem quite like this one before! I could

not put this down for a second there was action, romance (fans myself), cute little moments where

I'm like aww, laughable moments, and surprising moments that I could have never predicted.

Daimon is my newest five star read and you can get your copy TODAY on !
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